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ABSTRACT

With the goal of providing a comprehensive, high-
quality resource for both plant transcription factors
(TFs) and their regulatory interactions with target
genes, we upgraded plant TF database PlantTFDB to
version 4.0 (http://planttfdb.cbi.pku.edu.cn/). In the
new version, we identified 320 370 TFs from 165
species, presenting a more comprehensive genomic
TF repertoires of green plants. Besides updating
the pre-existing abundant functional and evolution-
ary annotation for identified TFs, we generated three
new types of annotation which provide more directly
clues to investigate functional mechanisms underly-
ing: (i) a set of high-quality, non-redundant TF bind-
ing motifs derived from experiments; (ii) multiple
types of regulatory elements identified from high-
throughput sequencing data; (iii) regulatory interac-
tions curated from literature and inferred by com-
bining TF binding motifs and regulatory elements.
In addition, we upgraded previous TF prediction
server, and set up four novel tools for regulation pre-
diction and functional enrichment analyses. Finally,
we set up a novel companion portal PlantRegMap
(http://plantregmap.cbi.pku.edu.cn) for users to ac-
cess the regulation resource and analysis tools con-
veniently.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription factors (TFs) temporarily and spatially turn
on or off the transcription of their target genes through
binding certain upstream elements. After the first attempt
to identify the TF repertoire in Arabidopsis thaliana genome
in 2000 (1), several dedicated TF databases for either indi-
vidual or multiple species (2–10) have been publicly avail-

able, effectively advancing the study of plant transcriptional
regulatory system. In response to the demand of systemati-
cal identification and annotation of plant TFs, we have de-
veloped three species-specific TF databases (DATF (11) for
Arabidopsis, DRTF (12) for rice, and DPTF (13) for poplar)
and three versions of comprehensive plant TF database
(PlantTFDB) (14–17) during the past decade. These re-
sources receive tens of millions web hits annually and have
been widely used for the functional and evolutionary study
of plant TFs and the identification and annotation of TFs
in newly sequenced plants (18,19).

The regulatory interactions between TFs and target genes
provide crucial information to investigate functional mech-
anisms of TFs. Recently, the DNA binding motifs of hun-
dreds of plant TFs have been determined (20–22), com-
bined with genomic regulatory elements identified from
ChIP-seq and DNase-seq (23), providing us an opportu-
nity to systematically map downstream regulatory interac-
tions of TFs. To meet the urgent demand of our user com-
munity for transcriptional regulation information, we up-
graded PlantTFDB to version 4.0 (http://planttfdb.cbi.pku.
edu.cn/). Compared with previous versions, PlantTFDB 4.0
covers more species and more TFs with updated abundant
functional and evolutionary annotation. Moreover, three
new types of annotation including binding motifs of TFs,
regulatory elements and interactions between them have
been added. In addition, we upgraded previous TF predic-
tion server, and set up four novel tools for regulation predic-
tion and functional enrichment analyses (Figure 1). Finally,
we set up a new portal PlantRegMap (http://plantregmap.
cbi.pku.edu.cn) for users to access the regulation resource
and analysis tools conveniently.

We believe that PlantTFDB 4.0 provides users a compre-
hensive resource of plant TFs, regulatory elements and reg-
ulatory interactions between them as well as useful analysis
tools, advancing the study in the community.
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Figure 1. The flowchart for construction of PlantTFDB 4.0. Items marked with ‘(W)’ are web services. RBH means BLAST reciprocal best hit, and OG
means orthologous group.

Figure 2. Summary of TFs identified from 156 species with genome sequences. (A) Average number of TFs in different taxonomic lineages. (B) The
origination stage of TF families. The number in the parentheses (e.g., Eudicots (95)) is the number of species used to date the origination stage for TF
families according to the protocol described in (24).
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Figure 3. Workflow for parsing BLAST reciprocal best hits (RBHs) and
inferring orthologous groups.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

More representative genomic TF repertoires of green plants

By incorporating 89 newly sequenced genomes released
during past three years, we totally collected 156 species
with genome sequences. Using our established TF predic-
tion pipeline (16) and protein sequences downloaded from
Joint Genome Institute and other plant genome sequencing
and annotation projects (see http://planttfdb.cbi.pku.edu.
cn/help datasrc.php for detailed data source), we identified
315 099 TFs (266 849 loci) from 6 381 676 proteins (5 555
839 loci) of 156 species (Supplementary Table S1). In ad-
dition, 5271 TFs from 9 species in version 3.0 remaining
without genome sequences were kept.

By incorporating the 89 new species with genome se-
quences, we provide genomic TF repertoires covering two
more early-diverged lineages, charophyta and marchantio-
phyta, of green plants (Figure 2A) and present a refined
origination profiling of TF families (Figure 2B) than pre-
vious studies (24). In addition, the inclusion of more wild
species for domestic species (e.g., Oryza rufipogon and Oryza
nivara for Oryza sativa) also facilitates the study of crop do-
mestication at transcriptional regulation level and further
crop breeding.

Updated pipelines for evolutionary and functional annotation

As the continuous effort to improve annotation coverage
and quality, we not only updated all existing annotation
from multiple canonical sources (24–27) but also refined
the annotation pipelines for Orthologous Group (OG) in-
ference and Gene Ontology (GO) term assignment.

Orthologous genes usually possess similar function and
are widely used to infer function interspecies. Given the re-
cent reported methodology bias for OrthoMCL (28), we
employed a new tool OrthoFinder (28) to infer orthologous
groups (OGs) for proteins from 156 species with genome se-
quences (Figure 3), and got 2368 TF OGs for all species,
800 TF OGs for 17 representative species (Supplementary
Table S2), 209, 1898, 1261, 1846 and 1900 TF OGs for the
clades of Chlorophytae, Monocots, Asterids, Fabids and
Malvids, respectively. Meanwhile, we also identified orthol-
ogous pairs under a stricter criterion, BLAST reciprocal
best hits (RBHs), for all species pairs among 156 species
with genome sequences, which serve as a basis for transfer-
ring annotation interspecies (e.g., from well-studied model
plants like Arabidopsis thaliana to poor-annotated ones).

Gene Ontology is widely used to describe gene func-
tion. Taking an integrative strategy by combining sequence-
based prediction (29), orthologous-based projection, and
collection of existing annotation in canonical sources
(25,26), we successfully annotated 93.2% (293 696 of 315
099) TFs in 165 species. Moreover, to provide a comprehen-
sive reference dataset for follow-up functional enrichment
analysis, we further annotated 59.3% (3 374 258 of 5 691
627) genes in these species, increasing the coverage of GO
annotation to 9.1 times on average (Supplementary Table
S3, see Supplementary Text 1 for details on the annotation
pipeline).

Genome-wide regulatory maps of green plants

TFs regulate the transcription of their target genes through
binding certain cis-elements. Mapping regulatory elements
is essential for the identification of regulatory interac-
tions and further functional mechanisms of TFs. High-
throughput assays like ChIP-seq (30) and genome-wide TF
footprinting (23,31) have been efficiently employed to iden-
tify genome-wide TF occupancy sites. Here, we identified
345 920 TF binding peaks for 14 TFs based on 26 pub-
lic ChIP-seq datasets as well as 4 794 773 TF footprints
based on 13 public DNase-seq datasets according to the
protocol described in (31) (Table 1, Supplementary Tables
S4 and S5 and Supplementary Text 2). As histone modifi-
cation and nucleosome positioning also provide useful clues
for the study of transcriptional regulation, such information
is also incorporated (Table 1, Supplementary Tables S6–S8
and Supplementary Text 2). In addition, we set up a genome
browser for users to access these regulatory elements conve-
niently (http://plantregmap.cbi.pku.edu.cn/cis-map.php).

The DNA binding motifs of TFs are crucial to identifying
their downstream target genes. During the past three years,
binding motifs of hundreds of plant TFs have been deter-
mined and publicly available (20–22). We firstly collected
1790 binding motifs derived from experiments from mul-
tiple databases (including PlantCistromeDB (20), CIS-BP
(21), JASPAR (32), UniPROBE (33), TRANSFAC (public
7.0) (34)), literature (22) and motifs discovered from ChIP-
seq peaks using MEME-ChIP (35). For a TF with more
than one motif, we manually curated the best one preferen-
tially for the motif determined in vivo and presenting more
similarity with other motifs of this TF. After filtering out
low-quality ones (these with information content < 4.5), we
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Figure 4. Curation and projection of TF binding motifs. (A) Workflow for curation and projection of high-quality TF binding motifs derived from exper-
iments. (B) The visualization of TF binding motifs in PlantTFDB.

Table 1. Summary of integrated regulation information identified from high-throughput sequencing

Type Species Organ Peak

DNase I hypersensitive site 2 10 1 026 748
DNase I genomic TF footprints 1 4 4 794 773
Histone modification 5 7 765 371
Nucleosome positioning 1 2 15 348 541
TF binding peak (ChIP-seq) 2 4 345 920

got 674 non-redundant, high-quality binding motifs, cover-
ing 77.6% (45 of 58) TF families in PlantTFDB. To take
full advantage of this resource, we projected these motifs to
other species using the RBHs identified above (only RBHs
belong to the same TF family were used) and adjusted the
motifs using the nucleic acid background in promoter re-
gions (TSS −500 bp to +100bp). Finally, we got sets of
species-specific binding motifs for 156 species (Figure 4 and
Supplementary Table S9).

The regulatory interactions between TFs and target genes
provide the most direct evidences to investigate the func-
tional mechanisms of TFs. We collected transcriptional reg-
ulatory interactions in following three ways: (i) through
mining transcriptional regulatory interactions from litera-
ture and then manually curated each interaction, we got
1431 high-confident transcriptional regulatory interactions,
covering 388 TFs from 47 families, in A. thaliana (24),
which were integrated in this update; (ii) identified 9340

experiment-based regulatory interactions identified for six
TFs with at least two ChIP-seq replications; (iii) in silico
predicted 342 000 regulatory interactions by combining TF
binding motifs and footprint data (Table 2, Supplemen-
tary Tables S4 and S5 and Supplementary Text 2). As the
high-quality interactions are mainly limited to A. thaliana,
we further inferred regulatory interactions through in sil-
ico searching potential binding sites of TFs using binding
motifs in gene promoter regions for 132 species with fine
annotation of gene positions (Table 2, Supplementary Ta-
ble S10 and Supplementary Text 2). Users are encouraged
to make use of the less reliable interactions combined with
other assistant information such as expression information
and conserved elements.
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Table 2. Summary of the regulatory interactions at the new portal PlantRegMap

Method Species Organ Interaction

Literature mining and manual curation 1 – 1 431
ChIP-seq 1 2 9 340
Motif + TF footprint 1 4 342 005
Motif 132 – 50 850 582

Table 3. Resources available at the new portal PlantRegMap

Data Tool

Regulatory elements Binding site prediction
Regulatory interactions Regulation prediction
GO annotation for all genes GO enrichment
OGs and RBHs for all genes TF enrichment

Novel online tools for transcriptional regulation prediction
and analyses

For users to take full advantage of our rich data and
pipelines, we upgraded the TF prediction server and set up
four novel servers for TF identification, regulation predic-
tion and functional enrichment analyses (see Supplemen-
tary Text 3 for more details).

• TF prediction: According to the requirement of users on
TF prediction from newly identified transcripts, support
for nucleic acid sequences was added. ESTScan (36) is
employed to identify CDS regions of input nucleic acid
sequences and translate them to protein sequences. In ad-
dition, the limitation on the size of uploaded file is relaxed
to 100M based on users’ feedback.

• Binding site prediction: Based on the sets of species-
specific, high-quality TF binding motifs integrated above,
FIMO (37) is employed to scan for TF binding sites from
the input sequences.

• Regulation prediction and enrichment analysis: Different
from ‘Binding site prediction’ server, this tool focuses on
inferring regulatory interactions between TFs and the in-
put promoters, and searches for the enriched upstream
regulators in the input gene set.

• GO enrichment: Based on our compiled GO annotation
for 165 species generated (see Supplementary Text 1 for
details on the annotation pipeline), this tool identifies
the significantly enriched GO terms in the input gene set
based on Fisher’s exact tests (38).

• TF enrichment: Based on our pre-computed regulatory
interactions, this tool allows user to search for enriched
upstream regulators in the input gene set.

Resource availability

For users to access our resource conveniently, we set up a
new portal PlantRegMap (http://plantregmap.cbi.pku.edu.
cn/) for PlantTFDB (http://planttfdb.cbi.pku.edu.cn/), with
PlantTFDB focusing on TF identification and annotation
and the new portal for regulation prediction and analyses
(Table 3). All of data in our database can be freely accessed
and downloaded online.

FURTHER DIRECTION

We have upgraded our PlantTFDB to version 4.0 with a new
portal PlantRegMap, which provides genomic TF reper-
toires covering the main lineages of green plants, sets of
high-quality binding motifs, genome-wide regulatory inter-
actions and rich analysis tools. The information for TFs and
transcriptional regulation are useful resources for users to
explore the functional mechanisms of TFs and plant tran-
scriptional regulatory system (24). We will continue work-
ing on this project to embrace more useful annotation, and
improve the regulation prediction through introducing the
conserved elements.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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